
Culinary route
(2 weeks)

Sunny sailing holidays in Greece

During this Culinary Trip we will take you to special places, with special restaurants and much 

more… because we also provide a lovely surprise during this trip! We won’t tell you more, 

otherwise it won’t be a surprise.

Saturday Arrival Sivota, Lefkas 
Sivota is a beautiful that bay offers a safe haven for our fleet and along the marina of Sivota are 

a number of lovely fish tavernas and restaurants. Our jetty is managed by Theo, the owner of 

the 12 Gods restaurant. 12 Gods is where we hold our briefings and joint dinners.  

Sunday Sivota, Lefkas – Fiskardo, Kefalonia
Fiskardo on the island of Kefalonia is a place you will most certainly remember because of the 

colourful houses. The village is the only one to survive the earthquake of 1953. This place is 

very cosy and beautiful and so popular! Many terraces on the water, trendy; the Monaco of 

the Ionian Sea. 

Monday Fiskardo, Kefalonia – Lefkas Stad
Lefkas town, also called Lefkado, is a lovely town. Terrace restaurants and fish tavernas 

abound and locally the made dishes are very good. On the west side of the marina you will 

find several bars with terraces on the water and on the east side you will find mostly 

restaurants and cafes. Of course we dine at Ey Zhn; a small taverna run by chef Alex. 

Tuesday Lefkas – Parga, mainland
Parga is recognizable by its fortress “Kastelli” in the hills and along the sandy beach. Here 

you can enjoy swimming and or SUPPing. We dine at W&F Wine & Food at beautifully set 

tables with a sea view.  

Wednesday Parga, mainland
Today we stay in Parga, so there is time to wander in the many streets that Parga has, 

but of course you can also go to the beach. For those who wish, we start the day with an 

extensive breakfast buffet at Cape North West. The rest of the day is spent at leisure and 

in the evening we dine here again, where tantalizing flavours, inspiring ingredients and 

gastronomic mastery are harmoniously combined in a menu of exquisite creations.

Thursday Parga, mainland – Mongonisi, Paxos
Mongonissi is located south of Paxos, just 4 kilometers from the capital Gaios. What makes 

this small island so unique is the complexity of its landscape. In addition, the deep blue sea, 

the sandy beach, and the impressive caves form an ideal landscape. We continue our 

culinary sailing trip at Mongonisi Beach Bar. Their motto is: We serve you as we would 

serve our friends.

Friday Mongonisi, Paxos – BBQ-bay, mainland
A beautiful sandy beach on the mainland where a BBQ is organized in the evening 

especially for the flotilla. Before that time, there is swimming or various other water 

sport activities on offer. This will be a special BBQ, specially adapted to our route.



Sunny sailing holidays in Greece

Saturday BBQ-bay, mainland – Corfu stad, Corfu
At the foot of the fortress is Mandraki, a small private club marina. Here we are docked using 

mooring lines. It is a short walk to Corfu city. The beautiful fortresses, the houses in Venetian 

style, the impressive squares, the narrow alleys, and cosy terraces ensure that it is a city that 

makes a big impression. We dine here, at the foot of the fortress, on the water.

Sunday Corfu stad, Corfu – Red Rock, mainland
This will be a culinary surprise, but also a surprise in terms of location. This unique bay is 

perfect for a lovey walking dinner.

Monday Red Rock, mainland –  Lakka, Paxos
The bay of Lakka is bowl-shaped. The sea water in the bay has the most spectacular shades 

of blue and partly because of the olive trees and cypresses that grow on the shoreline, it 

looks like a lake. The marina town has its own sailing club and a small pedestrian promena-

de with numerous terraces. We dine at Akis Fish Bar & Restaurant with a beautiful location 

right on the water. The restaurant serves a selection of quality Mediterranean dishes.

Tuesday Lakka, Paxos
Today we stay on Paxos as it is more than worth it to walk around the island. The west 

coast of Paxos has beautiful cliffs and here you can look for you own private beaches.

Wednesday Lakka, Paxos – Preveza, mainland
Preveza is a coastal town in west Greece. In the old center of Preveza you can stroll 

through the narrow streets with the Seitan Bazaar, the Venetian clock tower from 1752, 

the Venetian fortress Agios Andreas from the 18th century and the stately mansions from 

the 19th century. We will have dinner at Kaixis Mermaid Restaurant, where the “Amvrakia 

Shrimps”, based on grandmothers’ recipe, are highly recommended.

Thursday Preveza, mainland– Karnayo, Meganissi
Meganissi is a small (20 km2) island southeast of Lefkas. Karnayo Bay lays immediately to 

starboard. A small family taverna with private beach and jetty where we will be docked with 

mooring lines.

Friday Karnayo, Meganissi – Sivota, Lefkas
Unfortunately, this is where we end our culinary journey, not in terms of the place and the 

restaurant but because the trip has come to an end. Nevertheless, we will end this special 

journey is a special way!

NOTE: Weather permitting you can drop anchor in various bays if you wish. 

The route can change from autumn and spring due to weather conditions and possible 

opportunities in particular marinas. These routes are example routes!
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